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News has become the most integral part of our lifestyle. Everybody yearns to keep himself or
herself updates about the current events and affairs of the country as well as the world. Since the
independence period, news has been known as the most effective way of communication as well.
News has always helped people to keep a check on the happenings of the world. Consequently, we
are always aware about the events being undertaken around the globe and many times even
outside it.

We all understand that it is essential to have proper news not just about the country as a whole but
it is also necessary to have a brief knowledge about the state news. State news refers to the news
regarding the current events of the state. With the help of state news, you can keep yourself
updated about what is happening all over the state which you are residing in. there are various news
channels specialising in state news like the state of Maharashtra has maharashtra news, kolkatta
has kolkatta news etc. in order to make the news more easy to understand, these news are
broadcasted in the regional or state language only.

With the help of these news channels and also state newspapers, people can have their regular
supplement of latest state news. State news of India is broadcasted more in the respective state
where the event has occurred. This clearly reflects the importance of having detailed information
about the residing state for people.

Indivisibility feeling takes birth in the souls of the people with the help of state news of India. With
the broadcasting of the latest state news of India, people are brought together for the discussion on
various issues aired on it. This helps to increase a sense of unity among the people. It does not
matter whether the latest state news is concerned with one particular state only; it still brings all the
supporters together to fight against any injustice.

For instance, the terror attacks of 26/11 may have occurred in the state of maharashtra, but still it
was the state news of India and thus it brought all the citizens of India together. Even the issues
regarding the election polls of Uttar Pradesh were watched UP news by the whole of India and were
the concern of every Indian citizen. It was not a concern for the state of Uttar Pradesh only but a
nationwide concern.
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